Integrating people, process and IT.

Merchandise Management Solutions Delivered on the Cloud
Achieve Profit with Optimal Inventory
and Service Levels
Achieving peak performance requires a merchandising solution that
adapts to evolving consumer demands, leverages growth opportunities
and helps retailers stay connected to core customers. Based on more
than 25 years of merchandising best practices, retailers worldwide rely
on JDA software solutions to drive sales, margins and cash flow by
getting the right products to the right place at the right time.
As a JDA Software Business Partner, RPE has been implementing,
hosting and managing JDA software solutions since 1999. Implementing
JDA merchandising software solutions on the RPE cloud is a proven,
cost-effective and integrated platform that adapts to change across
sales channels, provides visibility into inventory position and empowers
teams to act fast on market shifts and corporate initiatives. From
tracking inventory across multiple channels to managing vendor
relationships, sales and trends, you can leverage intelligent analysis
capabilities right from your laptop at anytime from anywhere.

Improve Performance and Reduce
Costs with Cloud-Based Solutions
Keep pace with ever-changing business needs by deploying your JDA
software solutions in the RPE cloud. Running your solutions in the
cloud increases your speed and agility so that you’re operating at peak
performance. It also reduces your total cost of ownership – freeing up
your workforce and budgets to focus on core, strategic initiatives.
By deploying in the cloud, you’ll achieve faster ROI compared to
traditional, on-premise deployments and upgrades. You’ll reduce inhouse labor costs, plus the hidden costs of hiring, training and attrition.
JDA solutions help you maintain the lowest inventory investment while
still sustaining service levels by aligning product supply with consumer
demand to increase sales, margins and satisfaction. Plus, you’ll always
have the RPE cloud experts on hand to make sure your applications are
running at optimal performance.

Grow with IBM Power Servers
All RPE hosting is supported by IBM
Power Systems for delivery of large
amounts of data across many devices
and channels. Optimized for exceptional
business resilience and non-disruptive
growth, IBM Power Servers are built
on advanced POWER9 technology
innovatively designed to drive faster and
more efficient data-centric applications.
RPE is an IBM Silver Business Partner
and our team is vigorously tested and evaluated on hardware and
software to help you choose the right solutions for your specific needs
and challenges.

Access data via web browser or mobile whenever
and wherever to increase productivity.

Comprehensive Functionality
< Reporting/Analytics
< Inventory Control
< Purchase Order Management
< Item Management
< Price & Cost Management
< Replenishment
< General Ledger
< Accounts Payable
< Warehouse Management

Proven Benefits
< Robust capabilities
< Complete and integrated solution
< Flexible configuration
< Reliability and accuracy
< Affordable implementation
< Cost efficiencies
< Data access anytime from anywhere
< Scalable for growth
< Meet regulatory compliance
< Improve security

Merchandise Management Solutions Delivered on the Cloud
Capabilities and Benefits of JDA Solutions
Reporting/Analytics
< View data in real time with no need to wait for batch data
< Consolidate information from multiple systems to quickly and easily
			 check business status
< Access whenever and wherever for precise and timely answers to
			 improve decision making
Inventory Control
< Maintain the lowest inventory investment while sustaining service 		
			 levels by aligning supply with consumer demand
< Minimize inventory distortion based on customer buying behavior 		
			analysis
< Manage inventory by case quantity, inner packs, inventory units, sell
			 units and weight

Understand and address performance levels
across all operations including forecasting,
inventory, fulfillment and transportation.

Purchase Order Management
< Manage rebates and allowances accurately and efficiently
< Increase productivity with bulk POs and multi-drop POs with
			 multi-currency support
< Improve PO management with landed cost and support prepack and
			 pre-distributed POs
Item Management
< Maintain a profitable product mix with system that supports styles
			 and SKUs
< Increase efficiencies allowing for multiple vendors per item
< Optimize inventory with fractional quantities to deliver unmatched 		
			 speed and service
Price & Cost Management
< Increase revenue and margins with comparative pricing, reduced
			 return rates and fewer repricing events
< Support a variety of pricing strategies across channels
< Determine the best price for each product across every channel and
			 in every store
Replenishment
< Reduce inventory and increase turns through optimizing safety stock,
			 creating optimal order quantities and integrating promotion buying
< Recover lost sales and reduce lead time with more accurate
			 forecasts, driving service levels and lead-time forecasting
< Analyze and track inventory status and buyer performance
General Ledger
< Support specific needs and requirements with a system designed
			 for flexibility
< Upload journal entries from spread sheets with ease and accuracy
< Reopen a closed period
Accounts Payable
< Deliver improved matching capabilities
< Expedite processing using multiple term codes per vendor
< Prepare reports quickly and accurately
Warehouse Management
< Maximize the DC’s value to produce the greatest return by bolstering
			 omnichannel fulfillment strategies
< Plan, manage and track merchandise storage and flow across 		
			 warehouses and DCs for improved operations
< Meet omnichannel commitments with inventory movement between
			 each channel

Improve inventory and sales performance with
insight from across the entire enterprise.

Services, Solutions, Results
RPE is a leading retail consultant
specializing in merchandising and supply
chain solutions. In partnership with JDA and
IBM, we recommend and implement cloudbased solutions to help retailers transform
how you do business.

CONTACT RPE TODAY!
RPE - Retail Process Engineering
20537 Amberfield Drive
Land O’ Lakes, FL 34638
Rob Henneke
813-490-7000 Ext. 7353
rhenneke@rpesolutions.com

www.rpesolutions.com

